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Outline of talk 

´  Everyday monopsony and modern day evidence for it. 

´  A monopsonistic march through American labor history: 

´  Labor markets without monopsony (1): American Slavery 

´  Monopsony by legal artifice: Master and Servant Law 

´  Labor markets without monopsony (2): Unions in the 20th century 

´  Full Employment Dystopias: Implications for work and labor market 
institutions of the future. 

´  Note: everything here is joint work with a large set of more talented coauthors. 



The Monopsony Thought Experiment 
´  Suppose you lower hourly wages at your company by 10%? 

´  What percent of workers do you think leave? (Separations) 

´  How hard is it to attract new workers? (Recruitment) 

´  Together answer given by estimated labor supply elasticity facing the firm. 

´  Traditional economist view: eventually all workers go to competitors  

´  Implies empirical labor supply elasticity facing firm high, say  > 10. 

´  High competition would imply “the market” determines your value at every firm. 

´  Only source of wage inequality is “skill + talent + tastes”=human capital +amenities. 

´  But current estimates imply LS elasticity roughly between 2 and 5 in US. 

´  Implies between 10 and 25% of workers leave in response to 10% wage cut. 

´  1 -2.5 among UAE migrant workers at time of contract expiration (Naidu Nyarko Wang 2016) 

´  0.14 among Mturk workers (Dube et al 2019) 



Sources of monopsony 
´  Not just a single employer! 

´  Generally used to mean firm has some wage-setting power. 

´  Combined with diverse and difficult to measure worker’s outside options 

´  Search costs, concentrated employers are certainly important factors. 

´  But most interesting, I think, is the idiosyncratic valuation of a worker for a job. 

´  Jobs high-dimensional and social: Relationships with co-workers and supervisors, commute 
times, tastes for particular tasks (Random utility models e.g. Mcfadden 1974) 

´  Mental representation of job value likely very noisy (Woodford 2019) 

´  Most people don’t get that much experience with job shopping, while employers get much 
more experience with worker shopping. 

´  And employers know they can keep the ones who really want/need this job at well 
below their marginal product, even if they don’t know who those workers are. 

´  Monopsony everywhere, but also not the only thing, or even always most important 
thing, in pay setting. 

´  Lots of room for higher wages due to incentives, selection,  norms, administrative reasons. 



Firms have effects on worker wages.  
See same worker at different 
firms over time in administrative 
UI data from Oregon. 
 
Worker goes from top 25% 
paying firms to bottom 
experiences roughly 40% wage 
cut. 
 
Worker going from bottom 25% 
to top 25% paying firms 
experience same increase. 
 
Law of one price  
doesn’t hold in the labor 
market. 
 
“Firm effects” explain roughly 
20% of hourly wage variation. 
Bassier, Dube, Naidu 2019 and see 
Card et al 2014 



Experimental Evidence from Uber 

´  Caldwell and Oehlsen (2019) 

´  Randomize Uber driver wages 

´  Look at drivers with both Uber and Lyft 

´  10% inc. earnings  -> 20 to 40% inc. switching prob. 



US low wage labor markets 

´  Dube, Giuliano, and Leonard (2019) 

´  Big US retailer changes wage raise pattern in 
response to minimum wage using a policy that 
has cutoffs that depend on initial wage. 

´  Lots of workers quit, but only those who didn’t 
get raises while their peers did. 

´  Sensitivity of quits to own wage change pretty 
low (->ls elasticity of around 4.6). 

´  Note that if labor market was super 
competitive would be pretty hard to have 
wage policies like this! 



The importance of employer pay 
policies 

´  Ok so you get the picture: quits are not super sensitive to wages! 

´  Monopsony implies firms have scope to set pay policies. 

´  “High-road” and “low-road” firms can co-exist in market. 

´  Firms do not have to pay the right wage because market competition for 
labor isn’t super tough. 

´  HR textbooks do not suggest pay-setting is an exact science. 

´  But pay setting increasingly being set algorithmically….e.g. PayScale 

 



Wal-mart managers need approval to 
compete with the local labor market 

´  From leaked Walmart pay plan 



Evidence from Administrative Data 

´  Oregon: Isolate firm-effect on wages (proxy for pay policies) with matched 
worker firm data, see how much separations vary with the firm effects. 



Some evidence from online surveys 
´  We randomized hypothetical job offers on Facebook to workers at large national 

retailer. 

´  Randomize wage and working conditions (e.g. “Supervisor Treats With Respect”) 



Preliminary Implied Survey Separations 
Elasticity = 1.2 

Remarkably similar to OR 
Firm effect estimates for 
Large Retail 



Scope for pay policies: weird anomalies in 
administrative payroll data 

 -modal wage = exactly 10.00! 



….And not because workers are fooled 
by round numbers 

Left: From administrative OR data  Right: Experimental Wages From MTurk 



Other Evidence 
´  Negative effects of labor market concentration/mergers on wages (10+ papers in last 2 

years!) 

´  Direct shocks to firm-specific marginal product of labor increase wages (“rent-sharing”) 

´  Minimum wage: Monopsony implies minwage increases average cost of labor but decreases 
marginal cost 

´  Germany: minimum wage causes small low-wage businesses to close, but workers move into higher-
wage businesses, which expand. (Dustmann et al. 2019) 

´  In US: Dube, Naidu Reich (2008), SF minwage lowers turnover, Dube, Lester, Reich (2014) -> min wage 
reduces new hires, but also reduces separations. 

´  If monopsony only constraint facing firms, would imply wages are between 50 to 20 percent 
below marginal product -> lots of room to raise wages! 



Some history of thought 

´  Monopsony coined and analyzed by the greatest economist of the 20th century: Joan 
Robinson. Don’t @ me. 

´  1940s-1950s institutionalist labor economists were well aware of big wage differences within a 
labor market, and enthusiastic about monopsony part of labor market model. 

´  Richard Lester 1946 QJE “Wage Diversity and its Theoretical Implications” 

 “When each occupation in each market area was considered separately, the average hourly earnings in 
the highest-paying establishment exceeded those of the lowest-paying plant by an average of 50 per 
cent for all industries” 

´  Lloyd Reynolds 1946 QJE “The Supply of Labor to the Firm” 

“It may be assumed that workers are ignorant of the wages paid by other employers, or that they are 
perfectly informed concerning wages but are deterred from changing jobs by considerations of security, 
or that they are perfectly informed concerning wages but differ in their evaluation of the non-base-rate 
components of the wage” (Search costs, uncertainty about job value, heterogeneity of job values). 

´  Sumner Slichter 1951 ReStat “Notes on Structure of Wages” 

“Managerial policy is important in determining inter-industry wage differences.” 

´  Clark Kerr 1950 AER “Labor Markets: Their Character and Consequences” 

“The natural market [imperfect competition], while still the most ordinary occurrence, is on the wane. The 
growth of unions, of large enterprises, and of employers' associations is reducing its prevalence. The trend is 
against it” 



Why are we only seeing this now? 

´  Decay of unions, minimum wage decline, and broad labor market deregulation. 

´  Laissez-faire labor market is monopsonistically competitive. 

´  Firms have wage setting power, but marginal firms still making 0 profit. 

´  Rural consolidation of manufacturing + primary production, some skilled 
professions (nurses, software). 

´  Outsourcing reduces within-firm fairness constraints on monopsony. 

´  Increased job lock due to health care. 

´  Non-competes, no-poaching agreements. (Bishara et al 2018, Ashenfelter and 
Krueger 2018) 

´  Ironically rise of “gig economy” makes it easy to run experiments measuring 
amount of market power. 

´  Monopsony might not have increased, but countervailing institutions have 
declined. 



Monopsony and Inequality 
´  Increases profits and lowers wages and employment. 

´  But effect on intra-labor inequality ambiguous. 

´  Implies a chunk of “capital share” of income is in fact rent. 

´  Piketty facts: Profit capitalized into assets -> increased wealth/income ratio, Tobin’s Q > 1 

´  If capital income more concentrated among top incomes -> inequality higher. 

´  Also inefficient: reduces output, labor tax revenue 

Cobb-Douglas Macro Calibration from Naidu, Posner, Weyl 2018 



Some Policy Implications 
´  Antitrust can and should police labor market concentration where it is a problem. 

´  E.G. Merger screening (Naidu, Posner Weyl 2018). 

´  Most monopsony probably won’t fall under antitrust, though. 

´  But legal artifices like non-competes and no-poaching agreements clearly egregious. 

´  Where monopsony is binding there is room to move wages and job conditions by fiat 
or collective bargaining without costing employment. 

´  Even productivity increasing: Wage floors can drive out low-wage employers and expand high 
wage employers. 

´  Monopsony also suggests limits of firm-specific collective bargaining (vs market level wage 
setting). 

´  Makes labor income taxes extra socially costly, but borne more by employers. 

´  Also makes EITC larger subsidy to employers! 



A Monopsonistic March Through American 
Labor History:  

´  Summary: unregulated free labor markets have a degree of monopsony 
power in them. 

´  Firms choose wages subject to workers decisions about where to work. 

´  Historical Labor market Institutions: 

´  Antebellum Slavery: where workers’ decisions about where to work are not under 
their control, but neither is the price under the control of the slaveowner. 

´  Jim Crow/Gilded Age: Firms choose wages but workers not entirely free to choose 
where to work. 

´  New Deal Union/regulated labor markets where decisions about wages and job 
conditions are set by unions, as well as workers choosing whether or not to stay. 



Monopsony is a property of “laissez-faire” free 
labor markets 

´  Slavery is a labor market without monopsony 

´  Price of enslaved labor has no relationship with worker quitting or working hard. 

´  “separation” =fugitives: relatively few (~10K) and very short runaway durations. 

 



Get an economic theory of slavery 

´  Slavery uses violence to recruit, retain, and incentivize workers. 

´  Ignores idiosyncratic workers tastes completely. 

´  Price can then equate market supply and demand. 

´  Slave market closer to commodity market than free labor market. 

´  1) Structural differences between slave and free agriculture (Fleisig 1976) 

´  Most productive enterpreneurs become slaveowners -> plantations much bigger than free farms. 

´  Less mechanization, lower capital-labor ratios in slave relative to free agriculture. 

´  Can keep crops in field longer; harvest labor not bid up. 

´  labor-augmenting rather than labor saving technical change: “Slave Shovels” vs “McCormick Reaper” 

´  2) Occupational and geographical allocation of enslaved people. 

´  Enslaved people in malarial places, high morbidity occupations. 

´  3) Collateral value of enslaved people as assets 

´  “frictionless” markets for enslaved labor makes people pledgeable, liquid assets. 

´  Maryland’s narrow emancipation vote: 

´   slaveowners losing collateral advantage in business startups (Gonzalez et al. 2018). 



Labor markets during Reconstruction 
´  13th Amendment is a restriction on market contracts. 

´  Language says “slavery or servitude”.  

´  Language designed to prevent voluntary re-enslavement, and e.g. peonage.  

´  Forbids private contracts of servitude, even if mutually consensual. (Balkin and Levinson 2012) 

´  Reconstruction creates conditions for black workers to threaten to leave. 

´  Military occupation explicitly breaks employer cartels. 

´  “Maj.-Gen. HARTSUFF, commanding the District of Nottoway, Virginia, has prohibited meetings of planters and other 
combinations to regulate the wages of freedmen” (NYT 1865) 

´   “Planters who have failed to pay their hands this year, or who have earned a reputation among 
the freedmen as hard and unjust task-masters, by the manner in which they have treated them 
during the past year, cannot secure labor for the future at any price.” (NYT 1866) 

 



Anti-Enticement Laws 
´  Post Reconstruction lots of laws passed to restrict black labor market mobility.  

´  Du Bois: “Negroes’ ignorance of the labor market outside his own vicinity is increased 
rather than diminished by the laws of nearly every Southern state.”  
´  But obviously selective enforcement. 

´  Unique category of law: Anti-Enticement fines on employers that poach each others 
workers. 

´  Binding on white employers -> Much more likely to follow letter of law. 

´  SC congressman Miller in 1890s “In my State, if the employer states verbally that the unpaid 
laborer of his plantation contracted to work for the year no other farmer dares employ the 
man if he attempts to break the contract rather than work for nothing: for down there it is a 
misdemeanor so to do, the penalty is heavy, and the farmer who employs the unpaid starving 
laborer is a victim of the court.” 

´  Naidu (2010) studies effect of anti-enticement fines on wages, movement up tenancy ladder, 
and returns to experience. 

´  Doubling maximum enticement fine reduces ag wages by between 1 and 2%. 

´  If you think its all coming from increased monopsony with baseline LS elasticity of 5 implies 
doubling enticement fine from 200 -> 400 reduced separations elasticity by roughly 1.  



Master and Servant law 
´  Anti-Enticement law was a vestige of English Master and Servant law. 

´  Original “Statute of Labourers” passed in 1351, after Black Death population collapse: 

´  “If any reaper, mower, or other workman or servants, of what estate or condition that he be, 
retained in any man's service, do depart from the said service without reasonable cause or 
license, before the term agreed, he shall have pain of imprisonment; and no one, under the 
same penalty, shall presume to receive or retain such a one in his service.” 

´  Criminalizes breach of employment contract. 

´  Diffused around the British Empire, regulating colonial and indentured labor and criminalizing 
strikes (Hay and Craven 2004) 

´  Not repealed until 1875 in England, and used as late as 1977 in South Africa. 

´  Naidu and Yuchtman (2013) show Master and Servant prosecutions respond to labor market 
tightness, and repeal raises wages, but also raises wage pass-through to productivity shocks. 

´  Why need legal repeal, why not contract around it? 

´  Employers can’t commit to not use it against strikes. 



Unions, Monopsony, and Inequality. 

´  Politically, laws that criminalize quits also criminalize mass quits i.e. strikes 

´  Made labor movement key legislative opponent of Master and Servant law in England (Naidu and Yuchtman 
2013) 

´  And key opponent of judicial discretion over labor law in United States (Orren 1993) 

´  Economically, unions take wage-setting power out of the hands of employers. 

´  Work with Farber, Herbst and Kuziemko: use political polling data back to 1937 to construct new representative 
microdata on union membership. 

´  Document 15-20% union household income premium throughout 1935-1970 period. 

´  U-shaped selection: union members today (and pre WW2) much more relatively educated/white than union 
members in 1960. 

´  Also can construct state-year union density 1937. 

´  Density has spillover effects on non-union wages (threat of unionization + increased competition). 

´  Recall effects of monopsony on top income/capital inequality. 

´  Unions, by raising wages and lowering turnover, not only reduce within-labor inequality, but also top and capital share of 
income. 



In a State-Year Panel, Unions Reduce Inequality. 
State-Year regression of Gini/Top 10 share/ labor share 
on Union density from 1940-2015, controlling for year 
and state FE, lots of other controls. 



Full-employment dystopias 

´  Work of the future likely to be increasingly service sector, organized and 
distributed online and algorithmically. 

´  No shortage of jobs, just unlimited supply of jobs that suck. 

´  Caring labor particularly vulnerable to monopsony? 
´  Human attachment to customers makes outside options worse. 

´  Labor demand will come from (likely large) custodians of those that need care like the state or 
consolidated health care sector. 

´  But also requirement of “care” incentives prevents full use of monopsony power. 

´  Technological progress going to make labor market power a bigger problem: 

´  Platforms natural returns to scale in recruiting workers and customers. 

´  Easier to monitor so don’t need to pay rents to elicit effort. 

´  Easier to predict workers probability of quitting: wage discrimination more likely. 



How competitive are online platform markets? 

´  Amazon Mechanical Turk-thousands of workers and employers in low-
search cost online platform (Gray and Suri 2019) 

´  Short tasks posted, no regulation.  

´  If monopsony is here, then likely pervasive in “real” economy. 

´  But maybe on Mturk the wage is small part of value of the job? 



“Monopsony in online labor markets”. (Dube, Jacobs, Naidu and Suri 2018). 

Use  machine learning 
applied to scraped Amazon 
Turk data to estimate how 
sensitive job posting 
durations are to reward. 
 
Not very sensitive! 
 
High reward tasks don’t get 
picked up much more 
quickly than similar low 
reward tasks 

  



Benchmark Against 5 Randomized Experiments. 



Types of tasks where market more competitive pay higher rewards. 



Some Future Things to Talk About 

´  Omitted today: interaction with incentives/labor discipline. 

´  Get a model where workers both involuntary unemployed and employers afraid of losing profits 
from exploitation. 

´  Monopsony likely constrained by incentives/selection, not competition (Bronfenbenner 1956). 

´  Also omitted political economy: Monopsony <-> rent seeking <-> political conflict over 
labor market regulation. 

´  Also omitted ex-ante employer investments: migrant workers/training 

´  Old idea given modern garb:  

´  labor is a “fictitious commodity”, and so the (laissez-faire) labor market looks nothing like the 
market for cheeseburgers (Sorry Ricardo!) 

´  Slavery, Jim Crow, Serfdom, Unions, Gig Work all on a continuum of labor market institutions 
indexed by exploitation rate. 

´  One advantage of monopsony: clearly defined and experimentally measurable parameters. 

´  Makes it a theory of the labor market well suited to a data-rich low-cost RCT era. 
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Normative Implications 

´  Monopsony implies  “Neoclassical exploitation”: wages < marginal product  

´  Contrast with “Marxist exploitation”, where wage < average product. 

´  But still have the result that owners of capital are exploiting workers. 

´  Is this exploitation “unjust” in any sense? Should society try to fix it? 

´  No coercion, mutual benefit, etc. 

´  Roemer: depends on whether non-exploitative  counterfactual is feasible. 

´  If owners of capital need monopsonistic profits in order to innovate, run 
businesses, etc, then no exploitation. 

´  Eliminating exploitation not feasible. 



Acemoglu and Wolitsky (2011) model 

´  Simple idea: Principal-Agent model, with extension that principal can 
expend resources (coercion) to lower agent’s outside option. 

´  Key idea: if principal can spend resources to make the worse thing that 
they can do to the agent worse, it is in their interest to do it. 

´  Real world implication: the slave patrol is the most important institution 
holding up slavery, not the lash.  

´  Without the patrol, punishment just induces flight. 

´  The tougher the slave patrol on the outside, the worse the punishment on 
the inside of the relationship. 



Coercion and Effort Extraction in the Principal-Agent Model 
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Combining the models: Effective labor. 

´  Effective labor is the quality-adjusted labor that enters the production 
function. 

´  Free labor uses the market wage to improve quality (effort/selection/
recruitment). 

´  Slave labor uses internal incentives (coercion + consumption +warranties), 
but not dependent on slave price. 



Effective Labor 

Wage, Slave Price 
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Lower Variance on Residual Log Earnings Too 



Thoughts on the Variation. 

´  “Causes of Slavery and Serfdom” 

´  Domar’s Trilemma (modified) 

´  Historical impossibility to have all three of: 

´  Abundant (relative to labor), high-productivity land (e.g. open frontier). 

´  Aristocracy. 

´  Free labor. 



Old political data also lets us measure 
changing intergenerational mobility. 



Turns out unions also historically increased 
intergenerational mobility. 



Summing up 

´  Unregulated labor markets give employers market power. 

´  Employers use that market power to lower wages and increase turnover. 

´  Unions took away that employer ability to set wages. 

´  Also redistributed from skilled and white workers to non-white workers and 
those with less formal education. 

´  Turns out access to the unionized labor markets  is the single most important 
variable for increasing mobility.  

´  Equality of outcomes is an important input into equality of opportunity  



Traditional Labor Econ Take on Unions 

´  Want estimate of “causal effect of unions on wages”. 

´  Run a regression of log wages on union status, controlling for determinants 
of union status like education, race, age, etc. (selection). 

´  Coefficient on union = union premium. 

´  Lower for skilled workers. 

´  Residual Inequality: variance of remaining errors. 





Also interesting patterns of selection 



Returns to Jim Crow: Mississippi flood. 



Land becomes much more relatively 
abundant 



But respond with capital instead of 
coercion. 



The antebellum US South analogue of quits 
Long standing literature on fugitive slaves (e.g. Franklin and Schweninger 
1999). 

Census in 1850 and 1860 asks question about fugitive slaves in the past year. 

Counts are extremely low: ~ 1000 each year out of 3 million. 

´  Look at intersection between reported ads in census and contemporary 
advertisements. 

´  Get true number of runaways ~ order of magnitude higher than census 
(roughly 10K), but still small. 

´  Duration of given ad runs < 6 weeks. 

´  Fugitives run away all the time. 

´  But are almost always caught or return on their own. 

 

 

 

 

 



Counties with any ad between 
1840-1860 







Fleisig: Implications of Walrasian slavery 

´  Fleisig 1976: Slave labor markets competitive while free labor markets 
monopsonistic. 

´  Perfectly elastic supply of slave labor to farm, although price high. 

´  Slave labor markets closer to “econ 101” markets than free labor markets. 

´  Implications: 

´  Most productive enterpreneurs become slaveowners. 

´  Slave plantations much bigger than free farms. 

´  Less mechanization, lower capital-labor ratios in slave relative to free agriculture. 

´  Fewer, but bigger, farms in slave agriculture (land inequality arguably higher). 

´  Smaller market for innovations/new technologies. 

´  Technical change is biased towards labor-augmenting rather than labor saving. 

´  “Slave Shovels” vs “McCormick Reaper” 

 



Allocation of slave labor to terrible 
places and terrible occupations 

´  Reliance on coercion -> ignore worker’s tastes for kinds and places of work. 

´  Esposito (2019): 18th century slave geographic allocation determined by malaria incidence at African 
origin X malaria incidence in US. 

´  Hanes (1996): Enslaved labor allocated to sectors/occupations with high free-labor turnover. 

´  Allen and Naidu (2019): Slaves allocated to high malaria locations and high morbidity occupations, free 
blacks not. 

´  Micro version of macro trilemma posed by Domar (1966) can only have 2 of: labor scarcity, narrow elite, 
free labor. 

´  Non-pecuniary value of work important cost of slavery; potentially changes reparation calculations. 



Financial Effects of Emancipation 

´  Slave prices capitalize gap between slave 
productivity and consumption. 

´  Thick, liquid, “frictionless” markets  in 
enslaved people’s labor makes slaves ideal 
financial asset. 

´  Pledged as collateral throughout South 

´  Maryland: close emancipation vote 

´  Look at differential business entry  by 
slaveowners pre and post emancipation. 

Y axis is probability of entering Dun and Bradstreet 



Some Policy Implications 
´  Antitrust can and should police labor market concentration where it is a problem. 

´  Most monopsony probably won’t fall under antitrust, though. 

´  But legal artifices like non-competes and no-poaching agreements clearly egregious. 

´  Where monopsony is binding there is room to move wages and job conditions by fiat or 
collective bargaining without costing employment. 

´  Many job characteristics (e.g. mortality risk) are systematically mispriced-> cost benefit 
calculations warped. 

´  Makes labor income taxes extra socially costly, although incidence more borne by 
employers. 

´  Wage discrimination increases employment but transfers more surplus to employers. 

´  Cost-minimizing governments can underemploy public sector workers. 

´  Vertical disintegration (fissuring) can lower wages via “double marginalization”. (Dube and 
Kaplan 2006) 

´  Easy formula for optimal degree of worker control over wage setting:  

´  1/(1+ residual LS elasticity).  

´  But depends on degree to which worker reps care about employment vs wages! 



Southern Paternalism and New Deal 
Politics 

´  Alston and Ferrie (1993) 

´  White planters offer African-Americans protection from violence of poor 
whites, some degree of health care, pensions, and insurance against 
unemployment. 

´  In return, able to secure increased supply of Black labor. 

´  Worth a lot if making monopsony profits off each additional Black worker. 

´  Explains Southern Dem hostility to extending New Deal to black ag/domestic 
workers. 

´  Federal government programs would have crowded out planter-provided 
insurance and reduced dependence of black labor-> costly! 

´  How costly? Hornbeck and Naidu use 1927 MS Flood and find short-run 
elasticity of per acre farm values to black labor share of roughly 0.5 -> Jim 
Crow rural labor exploitation increased Delta land values by $16 an acre 
( $229-500 in 2019 dollars). 



Other Evidence 
´  Negative effects of labor market concentration on wages. 

´  10% higher concentration (Herfindahl Index)-> 0.1 to 1 percent lower wage (9 papers, starting with 
Azar et al. 2017!) 

´  Negative effects of mergers on wages (Marinescu et al 2019, Prager and Schmitt 2019, Benmelech et 
al. 2018) 

´  Direct shocks to firm-specific marginal product of labor (“rent-sharing”) 

´  Use sudden co-worker death as experiment (Isen 2013, Jaeger 2018). 

´  Use change in incumbent worker mobility (Naidu et al 2016) 

´  Use firm-specific patents, export, ARRA contract shocks (Kline et al. 2018, Garin 2018, Cho 2019) 

´  Germany: minimum wage causes small low-wage businesses to close, but workers move into 
higher-wage businesses, which expand. (Dustmann et al. 2019) 

´  Monopsony implies minimum wage increases average cost of labor but decreases marginal cost 

´  In US: Dube, Naidu Reich (2008) Dube, Lester, Reich (2014) -> min wage reduces new hires, but also reduces 
separations. 

´  If monopsony only constraint facing firms, would imply wages are between 50 to 20 percent 
below marginal product. 


